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Introduction: Oxygen isotopic composition is key to under-

standing the origins of and relationships among solar system ma-
terials. Measuring the O isotopic composition of Stardust sam-
ples is challenging because of the small grain sizes. The first O 
measurements were done on a CAI fragment [1]. A few meas-
urements of relatively large fragments of less-refractory material 
have also been made [1-4]. Here we report data for Iris, a com-
plex fragment with characteristics of a type II chondrule [5,6].  

Methods: Iris is a 23×15×5μm terminal particle from Star-
dust track C2052,2,74. We mounted the Iris potted butt, without 
modification, in a specially designed holder [7]. The sample is in 
the middle of a one-inch Al disk behind a 500-nm-thick Si3N4 
window with a 300-μm central hole. Appropriate polished stan-
dards are mounted with epoxy in a ring of holes on a cover plate 
that holds the Si3N4 window [7]. The sample was documented by 
SEM, and analysis spots were marked by putting a focused elec-
tron beam on the sample for several minutes to produce a spot 
visible as a depleted O signal in scanning 16O– ion image. Oxy-
gen-isotope data were collected using the UH ims 1280 ion mi-
croprobe in multicollection mode. A 25-30 pA Cs+ primary ion 
beam focused to ~2 μm was used. The mass resolving power for 
17O – was ~5500 (M/ΔM). Oxygen-16 was measured on the L1 
Faraday cup, 17O on the monocollector electron multiplier (EM), 
and 18O on the H1 EM. The potential contribution from interfer-
ing 16OH– signal to 17O– was evaluated by checking 16OH– after 
each measurement. Data were corrected for Faraday cup back-
ground, EM deadtime, detector yield, and 16OH– contribution to 
17O (typically <0.2‰). There is a systematic offset of ~2.7‰ in 
δ18O between samples behind the Si3N4 window and those 
mounted on the cover plate. We quantified this offset using San 
Carlos olivine. Uncertainties in δ18O include the measurement 
uncertainty and the uncertainty in the calibration of the offset. 
Those for Δ17O include the measurement uncertainty and the 
standard deviation of Δ17O from a group of standards. 

Results and Discussion: We measured the O isotopic com-
positions of olivine, mesostasis, and chromite in Iris. The results 
are in close agreement and indicate that Iris is isotopically homo-
geneous. Mean Δ17O of Iris is ~-0.3‰±~2‰ (2σ), indistinguish-
able from terrestrial O. Iris thus appears to show relatively high 
Δ17O compared to other chondrule-like material from comet 
Wild2 [2-4]. Mean δ18O for Iris is ~+8‰±~2‰ (2σ) and plots 
near the intersection of the terrestrial fractionation line and car-
bonaceous chondrite anhydrous mineral line on an O three-
isotope plot.  Iris thus appears to have a higher δ18O than most 
anhydrous chondritic materials [cf. 8]. 
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